Torsion Axle WORKSHEET

PLEASE FAX TO: 941 358-1078

NAME OF COMPANY: ___________________________ CUSTOMER NUMBER: ________________

COMPANY ADDRESS: __________________________ STATE: ___________________________ ZIP: ________________

CITY: ___________________________ STATE: ___________________________ ZIP: ________________

TELEPHONE NUMBER: ___________________________ FAX NUMBER: ___________________________

IS THIS AXLE FOR A MAGIC TILT TRAILER? YES OR NO

IF SO: TRAILER MODEL NO.: ___________________________ VIN #: ___________________________

AXLE QTY: ________________

1.) Axle Capacity (Please circle one):
   3500# (3” X 3”)  5200# (3 1/2” X 3 1/2”)  7000# (4” X 4”)
   5 LUG  6 OR 8 LUG  8 LUG

2.) BEAM TYPE (Select one):
   Straight ________________
   Drop ________________ (Standard Is 3”)

3.) Provide the following measurements:
   a. Hub face/Track ________________
   b. Mounting bracket holes (Center to Center): ________________
   c. Outside frame width ________________

4.) Select torsion arm degree, (circle one):
   15° UP  0°  10°  22.5°  25°  35°  45°

5.) Available Options:
   a. Spindle only ________________
   b. Hubs
      1 Without Hubs ________________
      2 With Hubs ________________
   c. Brakes
      1 Drum Brakes ________________
      2 Disc Brakes ________________

6.) Mounting Holes: Inside of I-Beam OR Outside of I-Beam ________________

DISCLAIMER: Custom manufactured axles, defined as axles for non Magic Tilt manufactured trailers, are built to customers' specifications as detailed on this worksheet. Custom axles are neither returnable nor refundable when accurately built to customers' specifications.

CAUTION: Magic Tilt axle and brake components may not be compatible with other trailer manufacturers' axle and brake components. Please ask your Magic Tilt sales representative about potential incompatibility issues prior to placing an order. Magic Tilt will not be responsible for any axle or brake component compatibility problems with components from another manufacturer.